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CCChhhaaapppttteeerrr   –––   777   
Linking in HTML 

  

Something to Know 
  
A. Fill in the blanks. 
 

 1. Links are found in all web pages 
 2. HREF stands for Hypertext Reference/ Hyperlink Reference 
 3. The default color of ALINK attribute is Red 
 4. The HREF Attribute is used with <A> tag to specify the URL of link. 
 5. The Anchor tag is a Container tag. 

  

B. Write True or False for the following statements. 
 

 1. The $ symbol indicates the section link in the same document.     FALSE 
 2. NAME text is case sensitive.         TRUE 
 3. Image get a blue border when used as links.       TRUE 
 4. For internal linking, the section name are provided by HREF attribute of <A> tag.   FALSE 
 5. The default color of VLINK attribute is Purple.       TRUE 

  

C. Match the following. 
 

 1. VLINK     (a) defines a section name. 
 2. Local linking    (b) adds links to a page. 
 3. <A> and </A>    (c) uses page name as URL 
 4. ALINK     (d) means active link 
 5. NAME     (e) means visited link 

  

 Ans. 1.   VLINK    (e) means visited link  
  2.   Local linking    (c) uses page name as URL 
  3.   <A> and </A>   (b) adds links to a page.  
  4.   ALINK    (d) means active link 
  5.   NAME    (a) defines a section name. 

 

D. Answer the following questions in brief. 
  

1. What is Hyperlink? 
Ans. A Hyperlink is usually a word, a group of words or an image that when clicked links to a new document or a 

new section within the current document. 
  

2. Write the purpose of NAME and HREF attributes of <A> tag. 
Ans. The purpose of NAME attribute of <A> tag is to give a name to the section where the link will lead to while the 

purpose of HREF attribute of <A> tag is to give specify the destination of a link and is given by the URL. 
 

3. What happens when we click a hyperlink on a web page? 
Ans. When we click a hyperlink on a web page, the linked document gets opened. 

 

4. What is the use of E-mail links? 
Ans.  An E-mail links are used for receiving E-mail and feedback from the visitors. 

  

5. Name three types of Linking. 
Ans. The name of three types of Linking are: Internal Linking, External Linking and Local Linking. 

  

E. Answer the following questions. 
  

1. Explain the Anchor tag in HTML. 
Ans. Links are specified in an HTML document using the Anchor <A> tag. It is a container tag, i.e. is has a start tag 

<A> and end tag </A>. The syntax of this tag are as follows: 
 <A HREF = “URL”> text/ graphics that will be displayed as the link </A> 
 Where, HREF (Hypertext Reference) the attribute that specifies the destination of a link and is given by the 

URL and URL is the location of the resource to which we want to link. 
 The link is activated by clicking on the text/ graphics between the <A> and </A> tags. 

      

2. Differentiate between the Local Linking and External Linking. 
Ans. Local Linking is used to create a link to a web page on the same website while External Linking is used to 

create a link to a web page on different website. 
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3. Write the steps for creating an Internal Linking. 
Ans. The Steps for creating an Internal Linking are as follows: 

STEP 1 – Make a link using the HREF attribute with the Anchor <A> tag. 
    The syntax is – 
    <A HREF = “#Bookmark name”> text that will be displayed as the link </A> 

 Where, # represents a name statement that tell the browser that the destination is within the current 
document. 

 For example, 
 <A HREF = “#top”> Go to Top </A> 

STEP 2 – Give a name to the section where the link will lead to. It is done by using the NAME attribute with 
the Anchor <A> tag. 

    The syntax is – 
    <A NAME = “Bookmark name”> </A> 

 Where, NAME is just an internal reference. 
 For example, 
 <A NAME = “top”> </A> 
  

4. How do we create an E-mail Linking? 
Ans.  We can create an E-mail Linking by using Anchor <A> tag as: 
 <A> HREF = “mailto:E-mail address”> text/graphics that will be displayed as the link </A> 
 Where, mailto is the keyword and e-mail address is the address of the person to be contacted. 

  

5. Explain the attributes for changing the color of text links. 
Ans. The three attributes (of <BODY> tag) are used for changing the color of text links. They are: 

LINK – It is used for changing the color of the unvisited links in a document. 
VLINK – It is used for changing the color of the visited links in a document. 
ALINK – It is used for changing the color of the Active links (means the link while it is being clicked) in a 
document. 
The syntax is – 
<BODY LINK = “Color Name” VLINK = “Color Name” ALINK = “Color Name” </BODY> 
For example – 
<BODY LINK = “Green” VLINK = “Blue” ALINK = “Fuchsia” </BODY> 
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